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Introduction. In many cases it is practically impossible to solve an

initial value problem for a partial differential equation exactly al-

though it can be proved that the exact solution does exist and is

uniquely determined.

Therefore the partial differential equation is very often replaced by

a difference equation which is easier to solve and which furnishes an

approximation to the solution of the original problem. Three ques-

tions arise immediately.

(a) If x and t are the independent variables, does the mesh ratio r

(r=At/(Ax)2 in the parabolic case) have any influence on the con-

vergence or stability of the approximate solution?

(b) Which one of the difference equations leading to the differen-

tial equation will furnish a good approximation?

(c) How do the initial values of the problem for the difference equa-

tion have to be chosen in order to furnish a good approximation?

The author believes that the first question has been overemphasized

while the importance of the second and third has not been fully

realized. This is primarily due to the fact that, in the paper by

O'Brien, Hyman, and Kaplan [l]1 where von Neumann's test of

stability is introduced into the literature, it is erroneously stated

that a positive answer to von Neumann's test is necessary and suffi-

cient for convergence. As an example it is pointed out in their paper

that the numerical solution of Richardson [2] for the problem of find-

ing the temperature in a slab with faces at temperature zero does not

converge to the exact solution because von Neumann's test shows

instability for all r>0.2

Presented to the Society, October 28, 1950; received by the editors July 21,1950.

1 Numbers in brackets refer to the references at the end of the paper.

2 (Added in proof.) The above statements are based on §§8 and 27 of [l]. In a

recently published version of [l] in the Journal of Mathematics and Physics vol. 29

(1951) pp. 223-251 these sections have been revised and the convergence theorem

of this paper is mentioned on page 238 as follows: "We remark without giving proof

here, that A« converges to D as Ax, At—>0, for all r^At/Ax*." With regard to this

quotation reference is made to a forthcoming note by M. Hyman, Remarks on

"A study of the numerical solution of partial differential equations." This note con-

tains the passage, "The proof of convergence of Ar to D mentioned on page 238

(lines 21, 22) is due to W. Leutert; it will appear in his paper, 'On the Convergence of

Approximate Solutions of the Heat Equation to the Exact Solution', to be published

in the Proceedings of the American Mathematical Society."
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In this paper the difference equation of Richardson will be con-

sidered and it will be shown that a proper choice of the initial

condition to be satisfied by the approximation will imply conver-

gence for all values of r>0. The fact that Richardson's solution

does not converge for large values of / is therefore not due to the

choice of r or the difference equation but to the choice of the initial

condition and the procedure applied by Richardson to obtain a

numerical solution.

Richardson's example is presently computed again by using a dif-

ferent numerical method based on the approximate solution given in

this paper. It seems that similar statements can be proved for other

difference equations which lead to the heat equation and for which

von Neumann's test assures stability only for an r less than a certain

fixed constant.

The problem. Let a slab of homogeneous material bounded by

the planes x = 0 and x = 1 have an initial temperature u =f(x) varying

only with the distance from the faces, and let its two faces be kept

at temperature zero. The formula for the temperature u(x, t) at

every instant and at all points of the slab is to be determined.

It is no loss in generality to assume unit diffusivity.

The exact solution. The function u(x, t) satisfies the differential

equation

Ml  =   Uxx,

the conditions at the end points of the bar

w(0, t) = 0    and    «(1, 0 = 0, I = 0,

and the initial condition

u(x, 0+) = f(x) for 0 < x < 1.

The solution is well known and given by [3],

oo

u(x, t) = 2 an sin nvx exp ( — n2ir2t),   where

(1)    •

a„ = 2 I    f(x') sin nirx'dx'.
Jo

It can be shown [3] that if f(x) is sectionally continuous in the

interval (0, 1) and has one-sided derivatives at all interior points of

that interval, then u(x, t) given by (1) is the unique solution of the

problem. It will be called the exact solution. The conditions imposed
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on/(x) are sufficient but not necessary.

An approximate solution. For the approximate solution to be con-

sidered the temperature will be denoted by v(x, t). The difference

equation

v(x, t + At) - v(x, t - At)

= 2r[v(x + Ax, t) + v(x - Ax, t) - 2v(x, t)],

At
r =

(Ax)2

is the same as the one used by Richardson [2]. The interval (0, 1) is

divided into M intervals of equal length Ax so that for given M and r

1 r
(3) Ax = —,       At =-

M M2

A formal solution of (2) satisfying the conditions

(4) v(0, t) = 0    and   »(1, t) = 0

is easily obtained by using the method of separation of variables

00

(5) v(x, t) = £ On sin »«[(1 + a2)1'2 + a]-""*1*,
71=1

where a = 4r sin2 (mr/2M), bn arbitrary constants. Each term in (5)

satisfies (2) and (4).

Since using one infinite series to approximate another infinite series

does not simplify the problem too much, the following initial condi-

tion for v(x, t) is chosen :

(6) bn = 0   for   n > M,       bn = an   for    1 ^ n ^ M.

This means that the function u(x, 0+) =/(x) is approximated by a

trigonometric series in the sense of least squares.

The approximation has therefore the form

M

v(x, /) = ü«, sin M7tx[(1 + a2)1'2 + a]-,A/2/r,

(7)

') sin ntcx'dx',        a = 4r sin2 •an = 2 flJ(x')
Jo 2M

v(x, t) in (7) satisfies the difference equation (2) and the conditions

(4) at the end points of the slab. In general

(8) v(x, 0) ^ u(x, 0).
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The convergence theorem in the next section applies also for values

of bn slightly different from the an.

The convergence theorem.

Assumptions.

(1) t^O, r>0, 0gx=T,a = 4rsin2 (nw/2M);

(2) to any e>0 there exists an il70(e) independent of n such that

for any M>M0 and 1 ̂  n g M,

(9) I bniM) -an\< t/M.

Theorem.

M co

(10) lim   2Z bn sin w*-x[(l + a2)1'2 + a]-tM*'r = £ a„ sin«irx<rnV!,
Ai->«    n=l n=l

x, i, r fixed.

Two lemmas.  Let ä(z) = [(l+a^i^+aJ-'^'-e-4'^22   where  a

= 4r sin2 3, and / = 0, r>0 are fixed constants while M isa. parameter.

Lemma 1. &(z) ̂ Ofor any fixed M and any z.

Proof. Since ä(z) =0 for t = 0, assume />0. Consider

giz) = sinh 4rz2 — 4r sin2 z.

Because g(z) is even in z, g(0) =0, and

(sin 2z\
cosh 4rz2-j ^ 0 for z = 0,

it follows that giz) ^0 or sinh 4rz2 = 4r sin2 z which implies

1
(1 + a2)1'2 - a = -è e~ir°

(1 + a2)1'2 + a

or

[(1 + a2)1'2 + a]-'Ml" ^ e-itM^, q.e.d.

Lemma 2. For any e>0 there exists an Miie, t) such that for any

M>Mi and O^z^tt/2 we have ä(z) <e/M.

Proof. Since Ä(z) =0 for ¿ = 0, assume/>0. Consider

kiz) = 4r sin2 z + sinh ß   where   ß = -^— In ( — + e~itMiA.
tM2      \M /

From
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Tsin 2z        M cosh ß  "I
k'(z) = 8rz\

L   2s        M + eeitMl**J

and sin 2z/2z =■ 1 - 2z2/3 for O^z^ir/2 it follows that a sufficient

condition that k'(z)^0 is 2z2/3 + M cosh ß/M+eeitM^^l. For

0 = z iï M-2'3 this inequality is certainly satisfied if

2 M cosh [r/tM2 In (M/e)]
— M-4'3 +-K—U± < j

3 M + e

or

2 1 + r//M2 In (M/e)
— M-v* +-—^— < 1
3 1 + e/M

for (r//M2) In (M/e) <3/2 because cosh ygl + |y|   for |y| <3/2.

Therefore

2 / «\        r       M

3 V M)      IM       e
(15) — M-U'll + — ) + — In—= €.

It is obvious that there exists an ilf2(e, t) such that, for any M>M2,

(15) is satisfied and we have £'(z)=0 for 0^z = ilf-2/3 and M>M2.

Since k(0) = sinh [r/tM2 In ((e/M) +1) ] > 0 it follows that

(16) k(z) > 0   for   0 = z ^ M"2'3   and   M > M2.

Now assume 71f_2/3^z^7r/2. Then

r        M
k(z) = 4r sin2 (M~2tz) — sinh y   where   y = -In — ■

tM2       e

It is obvious that there exists an M3(e, t) such that for any M> M3

the inequality

■k2 M
(17) M1'3 >-In —

MM1»       e

is satisfied, which implies

16

tt2M4';        tM2

16r 2r       M V   r        Ml
4r sin2 (M-2'3) >->-In — ^ sinh   -In —

e ItM2        ej

because

2 ir
sin (M'2'3) = — M"2'3    for    il/2'3 = —

t 2
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and

r   r        Ml        2r        M r        M
sinh   -In —   ^-In —    for    -In — < 1.

ItM2       ej      tM2       e tM2       e

We further assume that M3 has been chosen so large that the above

two conditions are also satisfied for any M>M3.

Therefore

(18) kiz) > 0   for   M-2'3 ^ z = —   and   M > M3.

If we put il7i = max (Af2, Af3), then it follows from (16) and (18) that

e
a = 4r sin2 z > - sinh   -^- In ( — + eriat%* J   ,

which implies

r«        tiT/,lf        r«        22i2r/<*w

°b+e~   J   >,-b+e",""J
or

37
+ e-*™**1 > [(1 + a2)1'2 + a]-tM%l\

We have proved A(z) <e/M for 0^z^ir/2 and M> Mu q.e.d.

Proof of the convergence theorem. Under the assumptions made

on/(x),

(20) TI an sin M7TX
»~1

1
/(x + 0) + /(x - 0) | < P

where P is a constant independent of x.

If z = w7r/2J17 is put into Lemma 1 and Lemma 2, it follows im-

mediately that for any M>Mi and l^n^M,

(21)      —>[(i + a2)1'2 + a}-™*" - e~M ^ 0,      a = 4r sin2 —■
M 2M

The convergence of the series used for w(x, t) in (1) implies that

there exists an 7174(€, x, t) such that for any given e>0 and any

J7>il74,

o M

(22) ^ a„ sin nwxe~ —   2~2anSlsin Mirxe" < e
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for fixed x and fixed t. Now suppose that we chose

(23) M > max (M0, Mi, Mt).

Then for fixed x and t

M 00

Y, bn sin mrx[(l + a2)112 + a]-""2'' - J^ an sin »Trx«-"'*
71=1

M

^2 (bn — ('n) sin nrxe~" * '
71=1

M

+ E (bn - an + an) sin mrx{ [(1 + a2)1'2 -f- a]-'M2l* - <r"Vi}

—   "52 an sin nTxe~n*'
»=if+i

= e + e2 + eP + e ^ e(P + 3), q.e.d.

Additional results. Since in (15) and'(17) / appears only in the

combination tM2 or tM113, the value of Mi(e, t) is not increased by

increasing /. Furthermore it can be shown [3] that under the assump-

tions made on f(x) in (1) the series for u(x, t) in (1) converges uni-

formly in x and / for 0 = x^l and 0<to^t where to is a fixed positive

constant. Therefore, in (22), M4=Af4(e, t0) whenever fèto.

Thus the limit in the convergence theorem is uniform in x and t for

Ogx^l and t0^t, where to is any positive constant.
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